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The Inside Track on Reefer Linings
Understanding the Most Effective Options

Gearing Up for a Smooth Ride
The Advantages of Air Spring Suspensions

Looking on the Bright Side
Interior Lighting Technology Improves

CALENDAR
February

Experience,
Expert Advice Helps
Lead the Way in Business

February 5-7
Mid-West Truckers Association
Annual Truck Show
Peoria Civic Center
Peoria, Illinois

February 9-12
TMC – Technology and Maintenance
Council Annual Meeting
Orange County Convention Center
Orlando, Florida

Dear Rod,
At Great Dane Trailers, not only can we help provide you with a variety
of products to meet your needs, but also we have the insight to help you
determine which is the best solution for your operation.

March
March 8-11
TCA – Truckload Carriers Association
Annual Convention
Gaylord Palms Resort
Orlando, Florida

This knowledge comes from both our experience and expert advice from
our Engineering and R&D departments. In this issue of Evolving Trailer
Technology, for instance, our engineers discuss reefer lining, interior
lighting and suspension options that are available on Great Dane trailers,
as well as the benefits of each.

March 10-13
TRALA – Trailer Rental and Leasing
Association Annual Conference
Four Seasons Resort Aviara
Carlsbad, California

For specific examples of this expertise at work, refer to the case studies
featuring two of Great Dane’s customers. See how a Michigan-based
contract carrier relies on Super Seal reefers to deliver outbound office
furniture, and fresh and frozen food items on return trips. Read on to see
why one of the nation’s largest flatbed companies trusts Great Dane’s
combination aluminum-steel combo platform models to haul steel and
building materials throughout the eastern United States.

March 19-21
Mid-America Trucking Show
Kentucky Fair and Expo Center
Louisville, Kentucky

Visit us at

No matter the operation, our goal is delivering quality and customer
service that helps you get the greatest return on your investment. At
Great Dane, the industry leader in technology and innovation, we look
forward to helping you lead the way in your business.

www.myettnews.com

• Update your reader profile
• Send comments to the editor
• Request product literature
• Locate your Great Dane branch or dealer
• Link to the Great Dane home page

Regards,

To find your personal ETT profile or
register as a new subscriber,
visit www.myettnews.com and
log in using the password below:

Jim Pines
Executive Vice President
Great Dane Trailers
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Reefer
Innovations

Aim to Do a
World of Good
Great Dane and Its Suppliers Offer
Environmentally-Friendly Solutions
hile ongoing development of
heavy-duty hybrid systems for on-highway
Class 8 vehicles continues, activity aimed
at providing environmentally-friendly
equipment does not stop at the back of
the cab. Great Dane and its suppliers, in
fact, are hard at work designing and
testing solutions for refrigerated trailers
that will minimize the impact that trucking
companies have on the environment.
One example of this effort is Great
Dane’s exclusive ThermoGuard glassreinforced thermoplastic liner that helps
maintain thermal efficiency and reduce
cooling unit run times.
Foam insulating agents are also keeping
pace and meeting higher environmental
standards. Great Dane began using next
generation environmentally-friendly foam
blowing agents in its insulated trailers
earlier this year. The new agents not only
offer environmental protection but also
enhance insulating performance.
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Great Dane suppliers like Carrier
Transicold have also stepped up to
address environmental concerns. The
refrigeration unit manufacturer’s new line
of hybrid Vector models takes advantage
of an integrated electric standby capability
to reduce fuel use by more than 60
percent during loading and unloading
operations. The system features Carrier’s
patented Deltek hybrid diesel-electric
technology. On the highway, the unit’s
diesel motor drives an electric generator
that powers its all-electric refrigeration
system. When parked, the unit can be
plugged into electrical current without
running the diesel engine, eliminating
exhaust emissions and conserving fuel.
Meanwhile, hybrid power systems for
tractors are well on their way.
ArvinMeritor, Inc., and Great Dane
customer Wal-Mart Transportation, for
example, have agreed to develop a dualmode, diesel-electric drivetrain for a Class
8 tractor. Dual-mode diesel-electric
drivetrains use an electric motor for
periods of high demand under low-speed,

high-load operating conditions, such as
accelerating from a stop. Once moving,
the mechanical propulsion system begins
to blend its power with the electric motor
until it reaches highway speeds, where
the drive phases to completely mechanical.
PACCAR and Eaton Corporation have
also been hard at work, jointly developing
hybrid technology for heavy-duty
commercial vehicles. The new products,
which will be introduced in Kenworth
and Peterbilt trucks, are targeted for initial production by the end of 2009.
Eaton’s heavy-duty hybrid electric power
system will be built using an automated
manual transmission with a parallel-type
“direct” hybrid system.
While these examples represent just some
of the development activity underway by
industry suppliers, it is increasingly likely
that in the future Great Dane customers
will be using environmentally-friendly
tractors and trailers to haul their loads.

Offering
Effective
Choices
Selecting the Right
Reefer Lining to
Operating Needs

ears ago, refrigerated trailers were insulated with cork or sawdust,
and interior liners were made of varnished plywood. Today, after
many years of development and refinement, Great Dane is able to
offer a variety of interior liners for reefers.
The interior liner of a reefer trailer has several critical functions.
These include protecting the foam insulation from the moist, wet
interior environment during transport or subsequent cleaning
operations. Additionally, the liner may assist in slowing foam
degradation due to out-gassing. The liner must also withstand
day-to-day loading and unloading of many types of freight handled
by a wide variety of means, and do so without getting cut or torn,
punctured, dented or otherwise damaged.
Modern day high performance GRP (glass reinforced plastic) reefer
linings can more than meet these challenges. Their one-piece
seamless construction, tough plastic resins and high glass contents
with functionally continuous fibers, allow the liners to be thinner
and much lighter than in the past, yet also stronger in protecting
the foam from moisture intrusion and the liner itself from abrasion,
cuts and punctures.

Today’s advanced reefer liners are the result of years of development
by Great Dane. Even after polyurethane foam was adopted as an
insulator, for many years plywood lining was still commonplace.
Some carriers did opt for linings made from metal sheets pieced
together, and eventually “fiberglass” linings took hold, first as
individual sheets and then as one piece goods available in coil form.
Early GRP liners were molded into sheets from short glass fibers and
polyester resin. Even with shortcomings such as limited strength and
joints that could leak, they offered distinct advantages compared to
plywood. For example, the lining itself was essentially impervious to
water absorption and had a surface that was both brighter on the
interior of the trailer and easier to clean than varnished wood.
There are many reefer linings available today but none like Great
Dane’s exclusive offerings. For example, when mechanical damage
from loading cycles is an issue, PunctureGuard is available to address
that concern. In addition, only Great Dane offers ThermoGuard to
reduce foam out-gassing, helping maintain trailer thermal efficiency.
In the confusing array of lining choices in the marketplace, Great
Dane stands out by offering outstanding products to fit every
customer’s needs.

www.greatdanetrailers.com
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Bright
Spot
Interior Lighting for Trailers
Continues to Improve in
Several Ways

t an accelerated pace in recent
years, light sources, switches and wiring
harnesses for interior lighting systems on
Great Dane trailers have evolved and
improved in several ways, bringing
customers the benefits of more reliable,
durable and longer life solutions.
One area of ongoing development has
focused on light sources. Once common,
incandescent lamps, with their low light
output, high heat generation and
relatively short life, are now rarely used.
In their place, and very popular over the
last several years, are fluorescent lamps
that provide much more light output
using the same amount of power, and can
operate in cold conditions inside a reefer.
More recently, developments in Light
Emitting Diode (LED) lighting
technology have made these lamps the
next generation of interior trailer lights.
Very similar to a solid-state transistor with
no moving parts, LEDs have always been
very rugged. Unlike an incandescent bulb
with a thin white-hot filament, or a
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fluorescent lamp with delicate electronics
and a glass tube, LEDs produce light when
electricity passes through a silicon crystal.
Early LEDs were small and dim, suitable
for digital watches but not much else. In
the last few years, though, LED
technology has continued to improve.
Today, these lamps are as bright as a
fluorescent light, extremely durable, have
lower power consumption, and we can
measure their service life in thousands
of hours.
Along with interior trailer light sources,
control switches have been vastly
improved as well. Years ago, light
switches used in trailers were very similar
to those found in a home, subject to
moisture damage and if multiple lights
were required power had to flow through
all the switches.
Today, control switches for interior trailer
lights are sealed from the elements,
helping ensure their integrity.
Additionally, they only have to carry a
small signal current back to the main

controller on the nose of the trailer.
Allowing power to flow directly from the
main switch to the lamps means the
number of switches no longer affects the
amount of power at the lights. New
switches also incorporate a timer to turn
the lights off so the driver no longer
needs to remember, as well as a circuit
that cuts power to the lights when the
trailer is in motion, ensuring full power is
sent to the antilock braking system.
In addition to interior light sources and
switches, Great Dane has also enhanced
trailer wiring harnesses. Just some of the
improvements include ground return
wiring and bullet terminal plugs at the
lamps and switches to bolster moisture
and vibration resistance, as well as make
servicing easier if parts are damaged.
When it comes to interior trailer light
systems for trailers, Great Dane has
strived to remain at the forefront of
developing and implementing the latest
technologies.

Understanding
Ride Technology
Considering the Advantages of
Air Spring Suspensions

lthough steel suspensions still play an important role in
certain trailer applications, air spring suspensions offered by
Great Dane provide customers with a number of benefits. Today,
air spring suspensions are available in a wide range of designs to
further improve ride characteristics and operational features
while also reducing cost and weight.
While all air spring suspensions use air pressure rather than a
steel spring to support the weight of a trailer, they can be very
different in terms of their design. There are also differences in
the types of air springs used by suspension manufacturers. Most
common are convoluted and rolling lobe designs.
All air spring suspensions work by adjusting the amount of air in
the air spring to maintain a constant ride height. By varying the
pressure in the air spring, the stiffness of the spring is matched to
the load.
This ability to adjust the stiffness of the spring to the load means
that a lightly loaded trailer will be supported by a softer
suspension and ride more smoothly. In addition to offering ride
quality improvements, the pressure in an air spring suspension is
proportional to the load in the axle, making the use of on-board
scales practical.

The continuously adjustable nature of the air-spring suspension
also allows for it to be designed with features to aid in loading
and unloading the trailer, and greatly reduces the amount of floor
movement when a forklift enters or exits the vehicle.
Air spring suspensions are offered with a number of options, such
as retractable supports, which greatly restrict the movement of
the suspension when that capability is desired.
Steel suspensions still have a place in certain applications. For
any particular axle load, there will be an ideal stiffness that
provides the best ride and minimizes excess trailer motion. But a
steel spring designed to support 20,000 pounds per axle will be
much stiffer than needed if the trailer is lightly loaded. The
result is much harsher ride quality when the trailer is lightly
loaded, which can result in cargo shift and damage as well as
wear on the trailer.
Specifying the correct suspension for
each application remains an
important objective.
Considering an air spring
suspension, like those offered
by Great Dane, may afford
customers a number
of benefits.

www.greatdanetrailers.com
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Ever Fresh

Transportation
Great Dane Super Seals
Help Michigan-Based Contract
Carrier Deliver the Goods

hat’s in a name? At Ever Fresh Transportation, specialists
in hauling perishable, temperature-sensitive commodities, the
apt moniker says it all. And for this contract carrier, a key part
of living up to its reputation is a fleet of Great Dane Super
Seal reefers.

provide efficient handling of fresh and frozen palletized cargo
on return trips,” Bossenbroek relates. “The Great Dane trailers’
ability to serve in both these capacities effectively is one of the
reasons we’ve been purchasing them exclusively for the past
four years.”

“Our climate-controlled trailers ensure that our customers’
shipments of fresh and frozen food goods arrive in proper
condition and on schedule,” says Carl Bossenbroek, president
of Ever Fresh Transportation. “Our goal is reliable service and
Great Dane reefers help us achieve that every day.”

Ever Fresh has been adding Great Dane Super Seal reefers to
its fleet since 2004, Bossenbroek explains further. Annual
purchases have ranged from five to 75 units, and virtually all
have been additions to the growing operation. Today, about 80
percent of the company’s trailers are Super Seals, and there are
10 Great Dane dry freight vans in the fleet as well.

Based in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Ever Fresh Transportation
was founded in 1992 by Bossenbroek and his partner Mont
Reed. Today, the fleet of 65 tractors and about 100 trailers
serves food wholesalers in Michigan by hauling loads from the
West Coast to distribution centers. Outbound, the fleet carries
blanket-wrapped and contained office furniture for
area manufacturers.
“We’ve equipped our Super Seal reefers with flat floors and
vertical logistics track running the length of the trailers’
sidewalls to be able to carry furniture loads outbound and
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“Another reason we switched to Great Dane trailers for our
operation,” Bossenbroek states, “was the excellent relationship
we have with our dealer. Previously, we worked with Mid
Michigan Great Dane, which was acquired by Trudell Trailers
in May of this year. Whatever the dealership is called, though,
we are still receiving the benefit of its knowledgeable staff. In
particular, our sales representative, Glenn Hubbard, has helped
us with his extensive knowledge of the logistics posts equipped
reefers that quite a few fleets in this area use.”

The Super Seal reefers in the Ever Fresh
Transportation fleet all feature Carrier Transicold
refrigeration units. Other specifications unique to
the company include an extruded aluminum
scuffband, stainless steel mounting plates with
stainless steel fasteners for the support gear, and a
Grote Long Life Light System with LED lamps.
“With Great Dane,” Bossenbroek states, “any
issue that has arisen has been addressed to our
satisfaction. We make promises to our
customers that we have to keep in order to
remain in business and continue to grow. To
do that we need to be able to count on our
equipment, and with Great Dane
trailers in our fleet we are
assured that we can deliver.”

Fair Winds
Adding Trailer Side Skirts Can Lead to Fuel Savings
Now being fitted to all of the trailers in the Ever Fresh Transportation fleet are
aerodynamic side skirts supplied by Fleet Engineers. Before making the
decision, the carrier worked with the manufacturer to test the aftermarket
fairings on a designated route between Michigan and Seattle. Those
evaluations revealed a fuel efficiency improvement of between 3/10 and 4/10
MPG, or about 6 percent.
An EPA SmartWay compliant specification, trailer side skirts that are available
from a number of manufacturers have been proven to improve the
aerodynamic performance of a trailer. In some cases, fuel
savings reached over 6.5 percent. Other benefits of the
skirts may include a safety improvement from
enhanced stability and handling in cross
winds and a reduction in road spray.
Trailer side fairings or skirts are designed
to accommodate the desired coverage on
trailer sides, including six panels required
for SmartWay compliance. They are also
usually expandable so more panels can be
added for additional fuel savings.
The modular panel designs allow
for easy replacement as well.

www.greatdanetrailers.com
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FG Products

Side Duct Air Chute

Unique Solution Helps Hold Cargo Temperatures on Even Keel

esigned to provide uniform temperature throughout an
entire trailer by distributing cooled air to the rear of the
vehicle, FG Products’ Uni-Flow Air Chutes are available on
Great Dane refrigerated trailers.
FG’s Side Duct Air Chute was developed specifically to
improve the circulation of cooled air in trailers. The universal
design, applicable on most refrigeration units, offers several
advantages, including:
• A unique diverter that evenly distributes and increases
airflow to side chutes that guide the air to the rear of the
trailer for full-length circulation
• Two durable vinyl chutes located in the upper corners of the
trailer that are designed to minimize damage commonly
associated with canvas and vinyl chutes mounted in the
center of the trailer
• A chute design that enables bulkheads to seal off a rear
compartment while still allowing airflow to the front
• USDA-approved food grade surfaces
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In a study of its Uni-Flow Air Chute design, the manufacturer
notes, it discovered that there could be as much as a 28-degree
difference between the front and rear of a trailer equipped with
a single temperature refrigeration unit. This is due in large part
to turbulence as the air is pushed to the back. The FG chute
addresses that issue by more effectively delivering the air to the
rear so it can be drawn to the front, saving fuel and providing
consistent temperatures.
The use of effective air chutes is becoming increasingly
important to ensure that product temperatures remain constant
during delivery operations, and to save fuel by reducing cooling
unit run time. With products like Uni-Flow Air Chutes from
FG, Great Dane offers its customers a choice when it comes to
ensuring efficient, full-length trailer, cooled air circulation.

Walther EMC

Dura-Light
Hubs
Lightweight, Low Cost
Hubs Provide Long Life,
Rugged Performance

idely used throughout the industry, a broad line of
Dura-Light Hubs is offered for application on Great Dane trailer
models. Known for their rugged construction and long life,
Walther EMC Dura-Light Hubs offer Great Dane customers a
number of benefits.
Walther EMC Dura-Light Hubs are the lightest
available in the industry, according to the
manufacturer, offering payload and fuel
saving benefits at a much lower cost than
aluminum hubs. In particular, a Dura-Light
Hub for popular “N” or tapered axles is the
same weight as an aluminum hub, and for “P” or
straight spindle axles is 2.5 lbs lighter than aluminum.
Actual weight savings are between 15 and 33 lbs per wheel-end
depending on the application and the manufacturer of standard
ductile iron hubs.
Durability derived from the exceptional strength of the
Dura-Light Hub provides assurance for Great Dane customers
that the wheel end components will offer a long, trouble-free
service life. The hubs, Walther EMC points out, are
manufactured with heat-treated ductile iron that is nearly three
times stronger than ductile iron used in standard hubs. In
comparison, standard hubs have a tensile strength of 65,000 PSI
compared to 160,000 PSI for the Dura-Light Hub. Heat-treated
ductile iron is widely used on commercial vehicles, including
applications on suspension brackets, supports and landing gear.
Long service life expectations for Walther Dura-Light Hubs also
come from a design that avoids setting up the highly corrosive
galvanic reaction commonly seen between brake drums and
aluminum hubs. In addition, the hubs are E-Coated prior to
machining for a coating life 20 times that of most water based

paints and are painted EDP (Black) for 1000-hour salt
spray protection.
Maintenance benefits are also inherent in the design of the
Dura-Light Hub, which feature clipped wheel bolt heads to keep
the stud from turning on difficult-to-loosen wheel fasteners, and
the design eliminates stripping of the hub cap bolt hole threads
common on aluminum hubs that can cause oil leakage and
potential axle failure. Additionally, with the Dura-Light Hub,
removal and installation of bearing cups is achieved with
standard steel hub procedures compared to special bearing cup
removal and installation procedures recommended for
aluminum hubs. Dura-Light Hubs also feature damage resistant
brake drum pilots.
While popular aluminum hubs come with warranty protection
of 5 years/500,000 miles, the Walther EMC Dura-Light Hub has
a Life-of-the-Vehicle warranty consistent with the service life
fleets expect from a forged steel hub, providing an added
measure of protection for Great Dane customers.

www.greatdanetrailers.com 11

Boyd Brothers
Transportation
Great Dane GPL’s
Flat Out Deliver
Versatility and Value
for Leading
Flatbed Carrier

“Product quality and a willingness to work with
Boyd Bros to specify trailers that meet our needs are
the primary reasons we are replacing a portion of our
fleet with Great Dane GPLs.”
David Baker, Vice President of Maintenance
Boyd Bros Transportation

“
e are purchasing Great Dane GPL aluminum-steel
combination platform trailers for our operation because they
provide Boyd Bros with the versatility needed and the best long
term value,” states David Baker, Vice President of Maintenance at
Boyd Bros Transportation.
Founded in 1956 by Dempsey Boyd and his brothers, Boyd Bros
Transportation today is one of the nation’s largest flatbed trucking
companies. Headquartered in Clayton, Alabama, this truckload
carrier operates throughout the eastern two-thirds of the U.S.,
hauling primarily steel products and building materials for
high-volume, time-sensitive shippers. The company has
full-service terminals in Clayton and Birmingham, Alabama,
and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Boyd Bros currently operates 1,050 tractors and 1,670 48-foot
flatbed trailers. Today, the oldest Great Danes in the fleet are
2004 models. This year, with the purchase of 158 GPLs, about 30
percent of the fleet is made up of Great Danes.

says. “With the help of the Great Dane Birmingham branch and
the Engineering and Sales staffs at the Huntsville, Tennessee
plant, we have been able to spec a trailer with systems and
components we know that will improve the safety and
productivity of each trailer. Everyone within the Great Dane
family has been very accommodating and willing to build a trailer
that will work best in our operation.”
One of those requirements, Baker relates, was to reduce the tare
weight of the trailers in an effort to boost payload capacity.
Since 1998, Boyd Bros has made a concerted effort to remove
weight out of every new trailer. This year, the newest GPLs to
join the operation are over 500 lbs lighter than the models they
are replacing.
“This year we also began spec’ing Sure-Grip non-skid aluminum
floors,” Baker notes. “In 2007, to be proactive, Boyd Bros changed
to the non-skid floors that Great Dane offers. Our drivers already
see this to be a very positive safety feature.”

Systems and the TIREMAAX Tire Inflation Systems.
Another new specification that Great Dane was able to
incorporate at the fleet’s request was the Grote Long Life
Light System with LED lamps.
The Boyd Bros fleet is maintained at three company shops
in Clayton and Birmingham, Alabama, and in Cincinnati,
Ohio. In addition, Great Dane dealers provide parts and
service support. “We use the Great Dane dealer family
across the country,” Baker says. “Great Dane is
exceptionally easy to work with, from the factory to the
local dealerships.

TIREMAAX
Value Added Option Maintains
Performance Under Pressure
Designed for use with Hendrickson INTRAAX and VANTRAAX
trailer suspension systems, the TIREMAAX tire inflation system helps
fleets minimize tire wear and improve productivity and fuel mileage.
The patent-pending system detects low tire pressure and uses the
trailer air supply to maintain tire inflation up to a preset level.
A trailer-mounted indicator alerts the operator to system status.
TIREMAAX is available in TIREMAAX EC (Electronic

“The Great Dane GPL trailers in our fleet are performing
very well,” Baker concludes. “They have functioned
superbly. Considering the value they provide, and
the beneficial partnership we have with Great Dane,
we see these trailers as part of the Boyd Bros’ long
term operation.”

Control) and TIREMAAX CP (Constant
Pressure) configurations.
TIREMAAX EC features an electronic
control unit that provides full system
programming and monitoring.
TIREMAAX CP features a

“Product quality and a willingness to work with Boyd Bros to
specify trailers that meet our needs are the primary reasons we are
replacing a portion of our fleet with Great Dane GPLs,” Baker
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The Great Dane GPLs now in service at Boyd Bros also feature
components chosen to help reduce maintenance requirements for
the fleet. Included are the Hendrickson Long-Life Wheel End

pneumatic pressure regulator and a
mechanical design.

www.greatdanetrailers.com 13

Enhancing
Multi-Temp
Reefer Capabilities
Understanding the
Value of Moveable,
Insulated Bulkheads

Enhanced productivity
is a main benefit of all
types of bulkheads. These
partitions can allow the use of one trailer
to make complete deliveries of frozen,
refrigerated and dry cargo to several
locations. Portable models also enable the
ability to move the bulkhead from trailer
to trailer in a fleet, and not require
dedicated units for specific vehicles.
Insulated bulkheads are also an excellent
safeguard against leaking doors and a way
to maintain cargo temperatures during
wait times at loading docks.

n any refrigerated trailer, the vehicle’s
design and refrigeration unit
specifications determine how well a
desired temperature is maintained. One
factor of great importance, for example, is
airflow. Circulating air around cargo and
through the cooling unit effectively
removes heat and helps refrigeration units
operate as efficiently as possible.
In multi-temp operations, the use of
moveable, insulated bulkheads is an
important consideration for achieving
proper temperatures in different
compartments used to carry frozen,
refrigerated and dry goods.

Insulated bulkheads also reduce the total
area that requires cooling, which
conserves fuel used by the refrigeration
unit and allows it to achieve the desired
temperature faster. The benefit to using
an insulated bulkhead to separate mixed
loads and save fuel is that the smaller the
area to cool, the less time it will take for
a loaded trailer to achieve its refrigeration
unit’s set point.

Great Dane’s bulkhead suppliers,
including FG Products, ITW Insulated
Products (Illinois Tool Works) and
Randall Manufacturing, offer a wide
range of styles and designs, including
one- and two-piece models, bi-fold and
rigid bulkheads, and logistics trackmounted models. There are also versions
that swing up to the ceiling when not in
use or to facilitate loading and unloading,
and bulkheads that feature
walk-through doors.
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FG Products has made available the
results of a series of tests conducted with
the help of customers that prove the fuel
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saving advantage of using
a bulkhead to reduce cooling space in a
refrigerated trailer. In one of the tests, for
example, a fleet used 48-ft reefers and
100 insulated portable bulkheads to
separate refrigerated from dry goods and
reduce cooling space. For the first six
months of the evaluation, the carrier
reported, fuel savings alone amounted to
20,000 gallons.
Those and other savings can lead to a
faster return on an investment in
bulkheads for refrigerated trailers. For
instance, in addition to fuel savings,
bulkheads can also help eliminate the
cost of product loss and lower wear and
tear and maintenance needs on
refrigeration units.
In more ways than one, insulated,
moveable bulkheads provide value to
refrigerated carriers in cost savings,
efficiency and productivity, and can
enhance customer service. Making them
part of multi-temp trailer specifications
can lead to a more successful operation.

Performance

Without A Melting Point
Increased Thermal Efficiency Helps Keep Reefers as Cold as Ice
ThermoGuard, Great Dane's exclusive, revolutionary glass-reinforced thermoplastic liner, adds years
to the useful life of a refrigerated trailer by helping maintain thermal efficiency as it ages.
Less maintenance downtime and extended performance that keeps its cool means more revenue for
your operation. Reduced cooling unit run time means greater fuel efficiency - a solution that
benefits you and the environment.

Advantages of ThermoGuard
• Helps maintain excess cooling capacity
• Reduces operational costs by helping reduce
cooling unit run-time, reducing cooling unit
maintenance, and saving cooling unit fuel
• Helps maintain insulation performance as the
trailer ages
• Can potentially reduce cooling unit run
time more than 1,000 hours over the course
of five years
• Helps to extend the useful life of the trailer,
increasing trailer productivity, and improving
resale value
• Lightweight - saves up to 200 additional pounds
• Strong, durable, and puncture resistant
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Protection You Can’t Afford to Resist.

CorroGuard
P R O T E C T I O N

A key component of Great Dane’s
Total Protection Package

Corrosion can eat away at your operation. Untreated chips to paint on the
undercarriage of a trailer can snowball into equipment deterioration and
increased maintenance costs. But a trailer protected with Great Dane’s
exclusive CorroGuard, with Technology by GatorHyde, creates the ultimate
impact-resistant barrier against de-icing chemicals, road debris and climate
fluctuations. With corrosion a costly threat to trailers, this extremely durable
undercoating provides protection you can't afford to resist.
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